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The Mountain of Government

The Mountain of Government. This is the mountain that influences all the
other mountains. It is from this mountain that all laws and decrees are made in a
nation. As such Satan sits at the top of this mountain. It is the governments role to
establish and administrate civil laws and justice. The mountain has a diverse range
of functions and levels of operation. Corruption in government brings about a
lowering of morality and integrity throughout its structure and hence its impact on
the nation is detrimental. When Satan is successful as the destroyer and perverter in
a nation, that nation will become poverty stricken and the next step down is
lawlessness.

Godly Government. It is our role as believers to bring about Godly laws and
justice in our nation. Bringing the Kingdom of heaven into our government systems
at all levels is essential. All endeavour must begin and be birthed in prayer followed
by action. Prayer without action is of limited value. This mountain is where the
apostles are to shine. Apostles with the help of their entourage will eventually take
this mountain in many diﬀerent countries of the world. Great humility is required
along with God given authority.
There is a great danger for men and women who have significant spiritual authority
entering the arena of politics. Firstly they must hear clearly from the Lord before
entering politics. It would be most prudent when doing so to lay down their God
given spiritual authority otherwise confusion is the likely result. This does not mean
one cannot wear the spiritual hat and the civil hat, but great skill is required to make
sure the hearer understands which hat or role one is representing. Media can have a
field day if you make the mistake of speaking with the wrong hat on.

The Government of God. This is the government that Jesus, King of kings and
Lord of lords will ultimately bring about on the earth at His second coming. It does
not mean we sit idly by waiting, because every righteous change to laws and
procedures we make before His return will not need to be reversed. It could make
the diﬀerence between Jesus determining whether or not your nation is a sheep
nation or goat nation. His government will combine spiritual and civil authority
without corruption. It is biblically correct to say that the church of our day should
have a voice in government and the virtual total separation we see currently in most
western nations is not desirable.
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